RESEARCH WITH A POW!

Susan Henke Brinkman, MLIS
Library Media Specialist
Sylvan Avenue Elementary School
Bayport, NY
Traditional Products for Research Projects
POW!
Researching to build knowledge and teaching others - Inventions that changed people’s lives.
INVESTIGATING THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD WITH MAX Axiom

MULTILINGUAL AIDE

eee

BIBLIOGRAPHIC UTILITIES

BIOGRAPHY

By Donald B. Crews
Illustrated by Ted Booth and Jack Harison

Virtual Reference Collection
Virtual Reference Collection

Lincoln Biography for Beginners
-- Find biography for inventor/scientist

Britannica Image Quest
-- Find pictures of inventor/scientist and their discovery

Noodletools
-- Cite all sources
5 Questions & 5 Pictures!

Today in library we will focus on creating 5 interesting questions that we can ask of our scientist/inventor. Think deeply about what you have learned so far to create the questions. Your questions should not be yes/no. You will then begin to answer the questions yourself in the next phase of your research.

My scientist/inventor’s name:

Question #1:
Answer to question #1:

Question #2:
Answer to question #2:

Name:
Name of scientist:

Type of Science:

Name of Image:
Resource Used:

What is he/she famous for:

Keyword:

Type of Image: □ Primary Source □ Secondary Source

Resource Used:

Downloaded to computer and placed in appropriate folder

Keyword:

Type of Image: □ Primary Source □ Secondary Source

Resource Used:

Downloaded to computer and placed in appropriate folder
**Physical Appearance**
glasses, beard, skinny, 6' 2", kind of bald, brown eyes

---

**Relations to Others**
Dated:
Chrisann Brennan
Married:
Laurene Powell
Children:
Lisa Brennan-Jobs
Eve Jobs
Reed Jobs
Erin Siena Jobs
Parents:
Joanne Carole Schieble

---

**Personality Traits**
Charming
Rude
Stubborn
Clever

---

**Important Quotations**
"Think Different"
"Don't let the noise of other's opinions drown out your own inner voice."
3 Chapters

1. Student Autobiography
2. Inventor/Scientist Biography
3. Interviewing Inventor/Scientist
Discovering space with Meg Urry and Anna Gnup
Discovering plastic with Katie Edwards and Leo Baekeland!

Chapter 1
All about me!

Chapter 2 all about my scientist.

When I was young I didn't go to school. I was some scientist.

When I was in my lab, I made a machine called the Bakelite, and that is why I found my discovery.

One of my famous sayings is, "If you stop today what will happen tomorrow?"

I am going to need it more...
Primary Sources

Albert & Susan
It's All Relative
Tim Berners Lee
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Premade Activity Templates
Available for all subject areas & all grade levels -- K-12

Mother's Day Activities

Mother's Day Appreciation
Create a Storyboard or Mind Map to illustrate all of the things you appreciate about your mother or family member. Include an appropriate title for each...

5 reasons I am the...

Social Stories

Teacher-Guided Social Story
Create a Storyboard or Comic Strip social story to illustrate ideal behavior during a common social interaction. Include an appropriate title, description, and important social cues.
Rubrics tool!

Both for student self-assessment and teacher grading.
Collaboration with Public Library

Every student receives a biography book. If our library does not have one, I can order it directly from our public library and they deliver it to our school!
Publisher’s Night

Families gather to see all of the great research and writing!

Students present their graphic novels on the Smart Board

All graphic novels are printed and bound and on display in the library

Mrs. Brinkman – Library Media Specialist